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The first thing you should know about predatory women is that it is written tongue in cheek, but barely. Written by the Rev. Lawrence Shannon, Predatory Women has a crushingly candid and funny look at how some women go about the process of dating, mating, getting married and divorcing. Every man who has been involved in a romantic or sexual relationship with this kind of
woman will be shaken with painful memories as Reverend Shannon details the behavior of a typical predatory woman. It's likely that you'll experience a strong sense of deja vu as you read through Predatory Female.Although written in a humorous tone, much of what Reverend Shannon writes is really true these days. Because this book is not politically correct, it's all but
guaranteed ruin of feminists, gold diggers, star-eyed brides to be, and of course predatory women. Roughly simple, Predatory Woman will make an evil gift for any man contemplating marriage. Keep in mind, however, that giving this book to your friend will make you an instant outhing in the eyes of your girlfriend or wife. (Unless, of course, he was sent to him anonymously...) It
may be worth it though to save a friend from the impending train wreck of a bad marriage and the hideous divorce that will follow. A few except from the predatory women are a representative of its true-mixed humor format: 'Breaking Cover': My girlfriend recently became very upset when I didn't leave what she considers an appropriate tip in a restaurant. She accused me of being
cheap, and later. She said I was embarrassing her. Is this a sign of a dangerous predatory female? Answer: When a woman makes any comments about what you are stingy about, remember that this is a way to announce your experience in spending other people's money (probably yours). Trial run's: Can you try a real marriage without a disgusting commitment? Answer:
Fortunately, yes. Just buy five hundred pounds of Bengal tiger and keep it in the backyard. Support it, feed it and mount it. See for yourself if you are cut for married life. Predatory woman is a lot of fun to read fast and fast-paced, with equal portions of humor and truth on every page (and sometimes it's hard to say that there's something to be honest). While we primarily review
books with practical applications for divorce and custody issues, we believe that predatory women are well worth the money. As mentioned earlier, the book is written tongue in cheek, but barely. Makes the perfect wedding gift, although by then it's probably too late. Based on the price (low) as well as the content (funny yet practical), we will rate Predatory Female as a 4-star
resource (on a scale of 1 to 5). Here it is, the ultimate male guide for women, dating, marriage and divorce! Since it was first published in the early 90s, Predatory Woman manosphere is a classic, saving the lives and wallets of countless men. Look inside and find out why! Stock Image Best reviews Recent Reviews When you start reading this rubbish, you can see the connection
between this steaming pile of crap and the current climate we have regarding MRAs (who refuse to accept that feminists are doing their job for them while they keep going BUT WHAT ABOUT MEN and doing nothing for... men) in PUAs to red pills to incels to ... basically any misogynistic group of men who really need to get out of their echo chambers and meet real world.I'm sad
for many of you, honestly. And that's compl When you start reading this garbage, you can see the connection between this steaming pile of crap and the current climate we have regarding MRAs (who refuse to admit that feminists are doing their job for them while they keep going BUT WHAT about MEN and doing nothing for... men) in PUAs to red pills to incels to ... basically any
misogynistic group of men who really need to get out of their echo chambers and meet real world.I'm sad for many of you, honestly. And this, by the way, suggests that misogynistic groups love their outdated literature. While there are updated takes on this trash (Jordan Peterson, for example), they cling to books written in the mid-1990s (and, in sentences for this book, in the
early 1970s). I mean, the little enclave of Roosh V in the creepy men where it was mentioned; he has a whole list of quotes from him that he finds inspiring or important. No wonder they think the world has left them behind; they clung to these ideals as much as they could, not hoping to move on. It is also interesting why the author of this manifesto chose the name of the character
in The Night of the Iguana. You know, a character who starts the narrative as a remote from the Church and accused of rape by law. Aside from being a misogynist trash, it is riddled with absurd metaphors that make no sense. Heads she wins, tails you lose. This man has never heard of a two-headed coin? And the fact that you can't play heads or tails that way? He tries to talk
about cheating the game, but he can't even accurately portray the deception in his metaphor. And then there are analogies with the kind of predators! Snakes, wasps, cats, sharks... and camels? An extremely predatory camel, the most dangerous creature ever found. And then there was the ridiculous amount of scrotum stretching mentioned. Both the labia and the vulva
stretching. And only general sexual stretching and a lot of attention to the genitals. Want to live in a vagina? Waving scrota like an Argentine bolas? Blinded by a ferry of its own gonad? Hiring a sex partner who can turn you into a boiled chicken? I don't know what this man thinks anatomy is capable of but I also don't want to find out. It doesn't make sense. The point of going to a
gynecologist is a socially acceptable form of rape is perplexing. It is implied that in the life of a woman there are always three men: a partner, a lover and a gynecologist. That a woman is incapable of not being so (assuming it is a chaste woman of some sort, since women shouldn't enjoy sex - it says all women are orgasmically disadvantaged) because she has been finger fucked
by a gynecologist. And if you combine this with the fact that women aren't allowed to be blas' with their birth control? We can't visit a gynecologist without getting a slut-shaming, but we have to because we have to take care of our birth control (for the sake of men - not our own). Every thing about socializing women is absurdly wrong, as it has often been in op-eds like-minded and
misogynistic male groups. They do not see the broader context of everything that leads them to (at best) inaccurate conclusions and (at worst) outright lies about women. He lives in a world where soap operas are relevant things, in a world where it is clear that he has not dealt with reality at all. And then there's the style of writing. Written in a question-and-answer format, it's
infuriating and boring. The questions were often not questions but statements, and he couldn't even bother to get real people to provide things; it's like the same soap operas asked him questions or told him fictional stories (or less likely to happen stories, because almost every description or claim is not backed up by empirical evidence and hasn't been since the mid-1990s).
Cisgendered straight men (and other people in general) who buy into this? Honestly, I'm sad for you. Especially since he thinks that one of the danger signals is that you have a trash can full of used feminine hygiene products. Because the women in your house are menstruating? Very bad. ... More is a red-pilled guide for women dating, marriage and divorce. It was originally
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